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Xenon multiphoton double ionization pathways are studied in a reaction microscope using a pump-probe
arrangement of extreme ultraviolet high harmonic and infrared laser radiation. The momentum of photoelec-
trons is recorded in coincidence with singly or doubly charged ions. Among all possible routes to multiphoton
double ionization, sequential processes using ionic excited states as intermediate steps are clearly identified.
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Photoionization is a fundamental quantum physics pro-
cess and one of the basic tools giving access to structural and
dynamical properties of atoms. Depending on the light fre-
quency and intensity, it can result in the ejection of two va-
lence shell electrons from a variety of mechanisms. �i� Fol-
lowing the absorption of a single high-energy photon: photo
double ionization �DI� is governed by electron correlation. It
is most intensively studied for that property �1,2�. �ii�
Through multiphoton absorption: DI can occur in a low-
frequency, intense �1012 W/cm2� laser beam. Multiphoton
DI �MPDI� was discovered in the mid-1970s �3� and inves-
tigated by several groups �4�. �iii� In an electric-field medi-
ated three-step process at even higher light intensity
�1015 W/cm2� �5�. This “strong field” DI was the object of
tremendous interest during the past decade �6� and the tag
“nonsequential DI,” as opposed to a sequence of two inde-
pendent field ionization processes, is attached to it. Despite a
long history, little is known about low-order N-photon DI.
Experimental constraints restricted most studies to orders N
�8 for which a perturbation analysis is already intractable
�4�. Although laser advances have stimulated new theoretical
�7,8� and experimental �9� studies of two-photon DI of he-
lium, experiments have been limited so far to the investiga-
tion of total ionization yields. Nevertheless, a complete
analysis of helium two-photon DI seems possible in the near
future, as intense extreme ultraviolet �XUV� sources with
high enough repetition rates become available. This will un-
doubtedly be a considerable breakthrough and will provide
new insights into the underlying three-body problem. Mean-
while, the superposition of XUV and IR laser pulses which
can be achieved with synchrotron sources �10�, or high har-
monic generation, approach this goal. Combining this tech-
nique with a reaction microscope �11� is the object of the
present work.

This paper describes the investigation of few-photon DI
of xenon, chosen because of its relatively low ionization po-
tentials, which are adapted to the current possibilities of high
harmonic sources, although the large Xe mass limits the re-
action microscope capabilities to the precise extraction of
only one electron momentum. The intensity of the harmonic
source allows us to study DI pathways which involve one
XUV photon and one or several infrared photons. The path-
ways reaching the double continuum final state of xenon fall

into two categories “nonsequential” and “sequential.” The
nonsequential direct DI mechanism �Fig. 1�a�� results in the
simultaneous emission of two electrons with a continuous
energy spectrum. The nonsequential indirect one is a step-
wise process: a first electron is emitted and a second one is
excited to a Rydberg state which autoionizes with some de-
lay. The energy spectrum is discrete and one component �E2�
does not depend on the photon energies. On the “sequential”
route �Fig. 1�b�� the relay state is an ionic excited state below
the double ionization threshold. By selecting XUV photon
energies lower than that threshold, the absorption of at least
one infrared photon is required for double ionization.

The setup �11� and the reaction microscope �12� have
been extensively described. Briefly, high harmonics are gen-
erated from the 4.5 mJ, 45 fs pulses of a Ti:sapphire laser
system at 810 nm at a repetition rate of 1 kHz �13�. A mono-
chromator �toroidal mirror and flat-field grating� is used to
select a single harmonic �bandwidth: �150 meV� which
crosses a supersonic Xe atomic beam in the reaction micro-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Pathways to multiphoton DI: �a� nonse-
quential “direct,” or “indirect” through an A+* Rydberg state �thick
dashed line�. �b� Sequential: via an A+* state below the DI con-
tinuum threshold. Corresponding photoelectron spectra are schema-
tized on the right.
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scope, 2 m downstream from the harmonic source �11�. We
concentrate here on results gained with the 17th and 21st
harmonics at wavelengths 47.65 nm ���=26.02 eV� and
38.57 nm ���=32.14 eV� respectively, selected by a mono-
chromator which stretches the harmonic pulses �initial pulse
width: 10–20 fs� to 3.0±0.5 ps. Photoions are extracted by a
small homogeneous electric field �3.3 V/cm� pointing to-
wards the ion detector and coinciding with the direction of
polarization of the laser beams. At the end of a field-free drift
space, the ions hit a position-sensitive microchannel-plate
detector. The same electric field guides the electrons in the
opposite direction to a second position-sensitive detector. A
small fraction of the Ti:sapphire pump beam, reflected from
a beam splitter, is steered into the microscope chamber
through a rear window, reflected back on a mirror and even-
tually superposed on the harmonic beam at a small angle at
the point of intersection with the supersonic Xe beam. In
order to minimize the temporal mismatch between the XUV
�3.0±0.5 ps� and infrared �45 fs� pulses the latter are
stretched to about 2.5 ps by passing them through 65 mm of
SF-10 glass. The dispersion in the image plane of the mono-
chromator puts a lower limit on the spot size of the harmonic
beam in the interaction region ��0.5 mm in the dispersion
plane�. To achieve maximum MPDI, the infrared beam had
to be adapted to this beam size. The maximum infrared in-
tensity in the overlap region is therefore rather low, as con-
firmed by the absence of sizable sidebands in the photoelec-
tron spectrum around the 21st harmonic line, a signature of
the two-color photoionization:

Xe + ��H21 ± n��IR → Xe+ + e�Ekin� �1�

with Ekin=20.01 eV±n1.53 eV. This puts an upper limit of
1.2�1011 W/cm2 to the effective infrared intensity. Photo-
electron spectra are taken in coincidence with singly or dou-
bly charged ions, respectively. The photoelectron momentum
is recovered with a resolution of �0.02 a.u. In order to mini-
mize false coincidences, the photoelectron count rate is kept
well below the laser pulse repetition rate.

We first discuss the case of the 21st harmonic. The double
ionization threshold �Xe2+ ground state� is split into
3P �J=0,1 ,2�, 1D �J=2�, and 1S �J=0� states with a lowest
energy of 33.1 eV above the Xe ground state �14�. Since the
21st harmonic has a photon energy of 32.14 eV, below that
threshold, xenon must absorb at least one infrared photon
�1.53 eV� in excess of one harmonic photon, to reach the
lowest double ionization continuum. Angle-integrated photo-
electron spectra recorded in coincidence with Xe+ and Xe2+

ions, respectively, are shown in Fig. 2. The Xe2+ signal van-
ishes under irradiation with the 21st harmonic or infrared
alone. In Fig. 3 the dependence of the ion yield ratio
�Xe2+� / �Xe+� on the delay �= tIR− tH21 between the infrared
and 21st harmonic pulses is shown. If the infrared precedes
the harmonic pulse ���−4 ps� no MPDI is found. When the
pulses start to overlap the ratio rises linearly for −1��
�1 ps and then stays constant from ��2 ps up to the maxi-
mum delay of 7 ps we used. This dependence obviously
rules out any nonsequential MPDI �Fig. 1� for which the
ratio should decrease back to zero when the infrared pulse

arrives after the harmonic pulse. Thus under our experimen-
tal conditions, only sequential pathways are observed. This
may change at a higher infrared light intensity, i.e., a higher
infrared excitation rate. The observed sequential MPDI �Fig.
1�b�� passes through long-lived excited Xe+ states �with a
radiation lifetime in the nsec regime� necessarily located in
energy below the harmonic photon energy. The outlined DI
scenario is confirmed by well-defined structures in the pho-
toelectron spectrum in coincidence with Xe+ ions �Fig. 2 SI��
in the energy range 2–7 eV which are also discernible in the
MPDI trace �DI�. The first XUV excitation step liberates an
electron with kinetic energy:

E1 = ��H21 − E��Xe+�*� . �2�

This step is followed by the absorption of a small number of
infrared photons until eventually one of the double ionization
thresholds 3P2,1,0, 1D2, 1S0 is reached:

E2 = E��Xe+�*� + n��IR − E�Xefin.state
++ � . �3�

With ��IR=1.53 eV it follows that, depending on the final
Xe2+ state populated, up to n=4 infrared photons are needed.
The absence of detectable above-threshold ionization in the
second ionization step confirms that the number of infrared
photons involved in MPDI is indeed small �the minimum
number necessary to reach the respective threshold�.

Excited Xe+ states which may become populated after ab-
sorption of the XUV harmonic photon are tentatively identi-
fied in the single ionization spectrum �Fig. 2� using spectral
line data from �15–17�. They turn out to be Xe+ 5p4nl cor-

FIG. 2. Photoelectron spectra from SI by the 21st harmonic
alone �dashed curve� and DI when superposed with the fundamental
radiation �full curve�. Xe 5s15p6 correlation satellites are indicated
by straight lines.

FIG. 3. The dependence of the ion yield ratio �Xe2+� / �Xe+� on
the delay of the infrared with respect to the 21st harmonic pulse.
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relation satellites which are well known in synchrotron spec-
troscopy. Only the position of states with the largest line
strength measured at excitation wavelengths close to the one
used here �15� are given. These line strengths depend criti-
cally on the excitation wavelength �15�. The significant XUV
bandwidth does not allow a more precise identification of
lines.

The above analysis can be tested by reducing the har-
monic photon energy. Figure 4 shows typical spectra ob-
tained with the 17th harmonic ���=26.02 eV�. In this case
the only remarkable structures in the single ionization spec-
trum correspond to the extraction of a 5s electron and to
several close-by correlation satellites. However, the popu-
lated Xe+ 5s15p6 2S1/2 state does not contribute significantly
to MPDI, as a corresponding structure is missing in the
double ionization spectrum. This agrees with a small infrared
multiphoton ionization probability of this state which re-
quires the absorption of at least seven photons to reach the
double ionization threshold. Moreover, such an ionizing tran-
sition to the Xe2+ �5s�2�5p�4 SLJ states involves the response
of two electrons to the infrared light pulse, one electron fill-
ing the 5s hole while a second one is ejected.

For both harmonics, disentangling the MPDI photoelec-
tron spectra in the energy range between 0 and ��IR is a
difficult task since several intermediate Xe+ states and sev-
eral close-lying ionization thresholds of the Xe+ ion are in-
volved. A partial analysis is given for the MPDI spectrum
with the 17th harmonic in Fig. 4. One pronounced structure
close to a kinetic energy of 0.2 eV appears in the single
ionization spectrum �dashed line� as well as in the corre-
sponding MPDI spectrum. It therefore may be assumed that
the line in the MPDI spectrum predominantly also originates
from the first Xe ionization step through the harmonic pulse.
A candidate for the intermediate Xe+ state populated on the
line is �1D�6s 2D5/2 �17�. A second pronounced line structure
appears close to 0.6 eV where single ionization of Xe does
not show a significant enhancement. Therefore multiphoton
ionization of an intermediate Xe+ state by the infrared light
pulse can be expected to contribute predominantly to this
structure. A reasonable assumption on the intermediate Xe+

state is �1D�6s 2D5/2 populated via the photoelectron line at
0.2 eV. Knowing the binding energy of this Xe+ state and the

energy of the accessible Xe2+ states with electron configura-
tion �5s�2�5p�4 the possible kinetic energies of the photoelec-
trons from infrared multiphoton ionization can be deter-
mined. They are indicated by the lines beneath the spectrum
in Fig. 4. The corresponding ionization pathways are given
in the figure caption. The ones probably contributing to the
MPDI line near 0.6 eV are six-photon ionization with final
Xe2+ states �ii� 3P1 and �iii� 3P0.

The different physical nature of the two line structures in
the MPDI spectrum in Fig. 4 near 0.2 eV �range �A�� and
0.6 eV �range �B�� becomes obvious in the angular distribu-
tion of the photoelectrons in Fig. 5. Angular distributions for
single ionization of Xe by the harmonic light pulse and for
the MPDI electrons are shown. For single ionization �SI� the
angular distributions in both energy regions have quite small
asymmetry parameters �=−0.22 �A� and �=0.04 �B�. In the
MPDI spectrum the angular distribution in region �B� is
completely different. It becomes strongly peaked at an angle
�=0 with respect to the common polarization direction of the
infrared and harmonic light pulses. Moreover, a simple
asymmetry � parameter cannot be assigned to the angular
distribution in region �B�. Legendre polynomials with an or-
der higher than 2 have to be introduced to fit this distribu-
tion. This underlines the multiphoton character of the transi-
tion giving rise to most of the photoelectrons in this line
structure. The angular distribution of line �A� changes only
little from single to double ionization. Within the error limits
it can still be fitted with a Legendre polynomial of second
order having a � parameter of 0.16. The only small change in
� indicates that the MPDI electrons still mainly originate
from the first Xe ionization step by the 17th harmonic with
only a small contribution of electrons from the multiphoton
ionization step of Xe+.

In conclusion, a method to study low-order multiphoton
DI pathways, photoelectron-photoion coincidence spectros-
copy coupled to a table-top XUV high-order harmonic laser
light source and infrared pulses, has been implemented and
applied to xenon. Under our experimental conditions, only
sequential MPDI routes have been clearly identified which
involve the xenon correlation satellites 5s25p5nl2LJ while the
5s15p6 2S1/2 core-hole state which is closely related to the
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H17
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 with the 17th harmonic. The solid lines
labeled �i�–�v� indicate photoelectron energies for multiphoton ion-
ization of the Xe+ �1D�6s�2D5/2� state via the pathways: +5��IR

→Xe2+ �3P2� �i�; +6��IR→Xe2+ �3P1� �ii�, and �3P0� �iii�;
+7��IR→Xe2+ �1D2� �iv�; +8��IR→Xe2+ �1S0� �v�.

FIG. 5. Photoelectron angular distributions for DI �open sym-
bols� and SI �filled symbols� by the 17th harmonic in the kinetic
energy ranges 0.08–0.3 eV �triangles� and 0.45–0.75 eV �circles�.
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satellites was found to play a negligible role. This, however,
does not imply that nonsequential routes cannot be observed.
One can speculate that higher-order harmonics or shorter
pulses could enhance their probability. In addition, future
experiments should give access to completely differential
data with respect to the two photoelectrons and allow the
isolation of weak nonsequential processes from the stronger
sequential ones. The experimental method we used is general
and flexible and it provides the possibility of choice of the
relative polarization of the different colors. It can be ex-
tended either to the simpler and fundamental case of helium
MPDI or to more complex systems like molecules and clus-
ters with the possibility to exploit the full capabilities of a
reaction microscope for low mass systems �12�. Nondisper-
sive filtering of single or coherently superimposed groups of

harmonic pulses will allow to use their natural pulse width in
the femto- to attosecond time regime. This alone can increase
their intensity by a factor of up to 1000 which may already
open the possibility to get highly differential access to, for
example, two-photon XUV alone processes. Helium two-
photon DI would, after the single-photon case, be the sim-
plest reaction with access to a two-photon three-body prob-
lem in a complete experiment. Such experiments should
stimulate theoretical efforts in a completely new wavelength
regime which is becoming accessible in nonlinear atomic
and molecular dynamics investigations.
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